Abstract. In order to realize automatic disease diagnosis and provide related information for disease prediction and control timely and accurately, the identification and diagnosis of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew was conducted based on image recognition technologies. The method based on K_means clustering algorithm was used to implement unsupervised segmentation of the disease images. Fifty shape, color and texture features were extracted from the images of the diseases. Support vector machine (SVM) classifier for the diseases was designed based on thirty-one effective selected features. The training recognition rates of these two kinds of grape diseases were both 100%, and the testing recognition rates of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew were 90% and 93.33%, respectively. The recognition results using the SVMs with different kernels indicated that the SVM with linear kernel was the most suitable for image recognition of the diseases. This study provided an effective way for rapid and accurate identification and diagnosis of plant diseases, and also provided a basis and reference for further development of automatic diagnosis system for plant diseases.
Introduction
Grape downy mildew caused by Plasmopara uiticola (Berk.dt Curtis) Berl. Et de Toni and grape powdery mildew caused by Uncinula necator (Schw.) Burr., are two kinds of common grape diseases in greenhouse [1] . They could cause serious damage via affecting grape quality and yield. The pathogens causing plant diseases are always difficult to be identified by using naked-eye observation method directly and disease symptoms are always influenced by various factors. So it is difficult to diagnose plant diseases accurately and effectively by using the traditional plant disease diagnosis method that is mainly dependent on naked-eye observation. Instead of using naked eyes, plant diease images could be processed using computer vision. This method could eliminate the image noise caused by environmental factors and image capture elements, and could diagnose the plant diseases by computer automatically. And then diagnosis results could be output directly. Thus the intuitive, practical, reliable and accurate information of plant disease diagnosis could be provided to the agricultural technicians and the farmers, and then could be used to guide plant disease control.
Real-time diagnosis of plant disease could be conducted quickly and accurately by using computer vision. Computer image recognition technologies have been widely used in plant disease studies. Image recognition of plant diseases is usually conducted based on shape features [2] , [3] , color features [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] or texture features [9] by using the methods, such as artificial neural network (ANN) [10] , support vector machine (SVM) [6] , [7] , [11] and discriminant analysis [9] , [12] .
SVM is a new kind of pattern recognition algorithm based on VC dimension theory and structural risk minimization principle, which can solve the small sample, nonlinear problems, high dimension and local minimum points and other practical issues [13] . SVMs have been used for image recognition of plant diseases, such as corn leaf diseases [6] , [14] , cucumber leaf diseases [15] and cotton diseases [11] . However, the SVM based on multiple feature parameters has not yet been applied to image recognition of grape diseases.
In order to provide quick and reliable identification and diagnosis methods for grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew in greenhouse, image recognition of these two kinds of grape diseases was conducted by using the method based on SVM and multiple feature parameters according to the properties of the disease images in this study.
2
Image acquisition and image processing
Disease Image Acquisition and Image Preprocessing
Disease images were acquired from grape leaves that were naturally infected by downy mildew and powdery mildew. In order to obtain clear vertical projection images of diseased single leaves, the diseased grape leaves which surfaces were clean were selected, and then disease images were taken by using common digital camera that was perpendicular to the leaves. Fifty images of grape downy mildew were obtained and thirty-five images of grape powdery mildew were obtained. The size of the original images obtained was 2592×1944 with format of jpg, 24 bitmap. To improve the operation speed of computer programs, the images were compressed from 2592×1944 to 800×600 in the same proportion without changing the image resolution using the nearest neighbor interpolation method. And then the plant disease images were denoised with median filter algorithm.
Disease Color Image Segmentation
The obtained grape disease images were composed of diseased regions and normal leaf regions. In order to extract effective features, disease color image segmentation was conducted to segment diseased regions from the images. It included binary segmentation and color segmentation. The former was to extract shape features from the segmented images and the latter was to extract color features and texture features from the segmented images. Currently, the methods used for plant disease image segmentation are edge detection method [16] , fuzzy C-means clustering method [17] , segmentation method based on statistical pattern recognition [18] , etc. In this study, K_means clustering algorithm was used to segment plant disease images. This algorithm is an unsupervised real-time clustering algorithm proposed by Mac Queen [19] . The basic idea of this algorithm is to identify the regions where the different colors belong to based on the different colors in the image color space, so as to achieve the purpose of image segmentation. The implementation process of this segmentation method has been used in [20] . Using the K_means clustering algorithm, binary segmentation and color segmentation of the images of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew were conducted, and the results were as shown in Fig. 1 . The results indicated that this method could segment the diseased regions from the color images of the diseases with good accuracy and robustness, and that the binary segmentation images and the color segmentation images of the grape diseases could be used for subsequent image feature extraction. 
Disease Image Feature Extraction
Fifty features including four shape features (Table 1) , twenty-one color features (Table 2 ) and twenty-five texture features (Table 3) , were extracted from the segmented images of the diseases. These features were regarded as candidate features for subsequent classification and recognition of grape diseases. Among these features, color features and texture features were based on RGB color model and HSV color model. 
in which, N is lesion area and f(x,y) is unit coordinate of lesion area.
S refers to the total number of pixels contained in the lesion areas in the segmented image.
in which, N is lesion area, and △l i is unit coordinate at the edge of the contour of the lesion area.
L refers to the total number of pixels at the edge of the contour of the lesion areas in the segmented image.
C describing the extent of lesion area close to the circle is between 0 and 1.
E describing the complexity and dispersion degree of lesion area is greater than 1.
Disease image recognition
Disease image recognition was conducted using the SVM classifier designed in MATALAB 7.6. Fifty images including thirty images of grape downy mildew and twenty images of grape powdery mildew which size was 800×600 were randomly chosen as the training set. The remaining thirty-five images including twenty images of grape downy mildew and fifteen images of grape powdery mildew were regarded as the testing set. After preprocessing, segmentation and feature extraction of each disease image, each feature, groups of features and all fifty features were used as inputs to the SVM classifier, respectively. And then the SVM used the features with significant contributions as input nodes to optimize the weights. In all cases, cross validation was used as the evaluation method to evaluate the contribution of each feature to the recognition effect of the SVM. The features with negative contributions to the recognition effect were removed. Finally, the optimal combination of the features was selected to achieve the image recognition of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew. Based on the optimal combination of the features, the SVMs with the four basic kernels, i.e. linear, polynomial, radial basis function (RBF) and sigmoid, were used to recognize the disease images with fifty images as the training set and thirty-five images as the testing set, in order to determine which kernel function was the best suitable for image recognition of grape diseases. D is used to measure the fractal characteristics. Box's size is 4×4.
Results and Analysis

Optimization Results of the Features and Analysis
Based on the SVM classifier with the default RBF as kernel function in MATALAB 7.6, optimization of the features and image recognition of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew were conducted using the method described above. The results were as shown in Table 4 . While each feature was used as input to SVM classifier, the obtained recognition rate was regarded as individual recognition rate. While group of features was used as inputs to SVM classifier, the obtained recognition rate was regarded as group recognition rate. While all fifty features were used as inputs to SVM classifier, the obtained recognition rate was regarded as total recognition rate. And while the optimal combination of the features was used as inputs to SVM classifier, the obtained recognition rate was regarded as best recognition rate.
The results indicated that every individual recognition rate was not exactly the same and that group recognition rate was different with each other. In the groups of color features, recognition effect of the SVM with the first-order moments of color or the second-order moments of color as inputs was better than that with the third-order moments of color as inputs. In the groups of texture features, recognition effect of the SVM with parameters of gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) in HSV color model as inputs was better than that with parameters of GLCM in RGB color model as inputs.
The results showed that there were eight features with no contributions to the recognition effect, eleven features with negative contributions to the recognition effect and thirty-one features with positive contributions to the recognition effect. Using these thirty-one features as inputs to SVM classifier, the best recognition effect was obtained. Based on these thirty-one features, optimal parameters were obtained after training using SVM classifier, i.e. c=128 and g=0.0625. The best recognition rate for the fifty images in the training set was 100%, and the best recognition rate for the thirty-five images in the testing set was 91.43%.
Results of Image Recognition Based on the SVMs with Different Kernel and Analysis
Based on the SVMs with different kernel functions, the images of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew were recognized using the selected thirty-one features as inputs and the comparison of corresponding recognition effects was conducted. The results were as shown in Table 5 . The results showed that, for grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew, the SVM with linear kernel had the best recognition effect and the average recognition rate of the training set and the testing set was 95.83%. The average recognition rate using the SVM with RBF kernel was 95.42% and that using the SVM with sigmoid kernel was 94.17%. The average recognition rate using the SVM with polynomial kernel was only 54.17%. Therefore, the SVM with linear kernel was the most suitable method for image recognition of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew based on multiple feature parameters. Using the SVM with linear kernel, the recognition rates of these two kinds of grape diseases were both 100% for the training sets, and for the testing sets, the recognition rates of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew were 90% and 93.33%, respectively. 60.00/57.14 60.00/57.14 + Note: The feature with positive contribution to the recognition effect was recorded as "+". The feature with no contribution to the recognition effect was recorded as "○". And the feature with negative contribution to the recognition effect was recorded as "-".
Conclusions
In this study, the binary segmentation and the color segmentation of diseased regions from the color images of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew were implemented using K_means clustering algorithm. This method could segment the diseased regions from the color images of the diseases with good accuracy and robustness. Using the SVM classifier with linear kernel based on the thirty-one features selected from the fifty shape, color and texture features extracted from the images of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew, the best recognition rate for the training set including fifty disease images was 100% and the best recognition rate for the testing set including thirty-five disease images was 91.43%. The average recognition rate of the training set and the testing set was 95.83%. For these two kinds of grape diseases, the SVM classifier with linear kernel had the best and stable classification performance. This study provides an approach for rapid and accurate identification and diagnosis of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew under the greenhouse environment. 
Discussion
The symptoms are always different during the development of plant disease. And the symptoms on the upper and lower surfaces of a diseased leaf are not always the same. For example, the grape leaves infected with downy mildew shows chlorotic at the early stages, and the color changes of the lesions are not obvious, so it is difficult to carry out image processing. Without taking into account the symptoms at the early stages, this study only dealed with the images with typical symptoms on the upper surfaces of the diseased leaves. Image acquisition is often influenced by many kinds of factors including ambient lighting conditions, the differences between samples collected, the differences between acquisition devices, etc. In recent years, the common low-resolution digital cameras and even cell phones are used to capture images of plant diseases during the research on image recognition of plant diseases [21] . The common digital cameras or cell phones that are more portable and widely used, are very important to promote practical application of image recognition technologies to the plant diseases.
The methods of plant disease image segmentation in many studies are based on gray differences. The method bases on K_means clustering algorithm used in this study had good accuracy and robustness, and it could be an effective method to segment plant disease images. However, this method demands high image quality and needs computer to run a long time. Therefore, it is important to control the impact of complex environmental factors in the process of collecting disease images, and it is better to compress the images in the same proportion without changing the image resolution in order to improve the running of computer programs.
The features of the lesions of different plant diseases are not the same. However, only one feature or no enough features were used in many studies on image recognition of plant diseases, and it is difficult to meet the needs of identification and diagnosis of different targets. It is necessary to utilize shape, color and texture features to image recognition of plant diseases. Fifty shape, color and texture features extracted from the images of grape downy mildew and grape powdery mildew were regarded as candidate features for image recognition in this study. Guan et al [22] extracted sixty-three parameters of shape, color and texture features from disease images for image recognition of rice diseases.
With the development of agricultural informatization, more and more agricultural technicians and farmers could get access to the internet and solve the problems in agricultural production using web-based expert systems. With the popularity of digital photography products, the acquisition of plant disease images is easier. Web-based systems for image recognition of plant diseases should be developed to meet the needs of the agricultural technicians and the farmers. When the users upload digital images of plant diseases to the systems, the names of plant diseases and related information could be provided for plant disease control.
